VACANCY NOTICE

The National Board of Examinations is an autonomous organization of the Ministry of Health & Family Welfare, Govt of India which has been established to conduct Post-graduate Examinations of high standards in the field of Modern Medicine.

The Board invites applications from eligible and interested candidates for filling up of **2 posts of Programmer (IT)** purely on contract basis for a period of 6 months. The tenure is likely to be extended at the discretion of NBE based on requirement for another term as per applicable norms/rules. The monthly consolidated remuneration will be paid depending upon the professional qualifications and experience of the candidate within the range of Rs. 18,000/- to Rs. 24,000/-.

Qualifications – BCA/B.Tech/B.E./MCA with at least two years of experience in the field of website related software development/application in PHP/.NET platform. Knowledge of SQL/MySOL database.

Age limit – Not exceeding 35 years as on the last date of submission of applications. Age relaxable upto 5 years for SC/ST and 3 years for OBC candidates.

The Programmer will be involved with
(a) Generation and maintenance of the Unique ID and local applications development of all websites/internet based applications.
(b) Update and improve the website as and when required.
(c) Improve the software to make it more user friendly.
(d) Report generation and analysis of the data and some time data input is to be done, as needed.
(e) Preparation of the manual for online data entry and training for updating of website to the staff.

Terms and conditions

1. The above position is purely on short-term contract for a period of six months extendable as per the future requirement of the project.
2. Kindly note that this is not a regular position and no claim whatsoever for regular claim shall be entertained/arise out of this employment.
3. Only short-listed candidates shall be called for interview/test.
4. No claim for extension or regular appointment or preference for regular appointment to the post will be entertained under any circumstance whatsoever.
5. The candidates called for interview/test will have to produce the original documents for perusal by the Board. The photocopies of the testimonials duly
attested and two recent passport size photographs are also to be submitted in the Board at the time of interview/test.

6. The engagement can be terminated without any notice.

7. The decision of the NBE shall be final and binding in all aspects.

8. Interested candidates fulfilling above requisite criteria may apply alongwith Bio-data & credentials and expected remuneration to the Assistant Director (Admn), National Board of Examinations, New Delhi through E:Mail: admin2@natboard.edu.in by 5th January, 2012 with the subject line ‘Application for the Programmer’. The applications received after the due date shall not be entertained under any circumstances, whatsoever.